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Robust housing market recovery
expected to continue
The property and mortgage
markets continue to defy the
odds with strong activity
continuing into the third
quarter of 2021.

Our findings forecast that 2021 will see
the highest level of mortgage lending since
2007 and, with a combination of
government support helping to underpin
new purchases and a bumper year for
product maturities, we expect this high
demand to continue.”

Despite the end of the Stamp Duty
holiday, activity has continued apace.
This has led to the Intermediary
Mortgage Lenders Association (IMLA)
upgrading its projections for gross
mortgage lending in 2021 from £283bn
to £285bn1. Executive Director of the
IMLA, Kate Davies, commented on the
data, “Following a difficult period in the
wake of the coronavirus crisis, it is very
encouraging to see yet another positive
prediction for the remainder of 2021.

Homes still in high demand
Provisional HMRC data2 suggests that
98,300 property transactions took
place in August, 32% up on July and
further proof of continued strong
demand despite reduced tax savings.
It would appear that there are other
factors at play in the ongoing property
market boom, including low mortgage
rates, buyer demand for more space
due to the pandemic, and the return of
first-time buyer mortgages bringing
this group back to the market.

Interestingly, in Scotland, where the
Land and Buildings Transaction Tax
reduction ended in March, data shows
that buyer momentum has been
resilient and house prices have
continued to rise.
Mortgage rates still dropping
Recent data3 shows that average
mortgage rates for two and five-year
fixed deals have fallen at their fastest
rate in 16 months. People looking for
high loan-to-value mortgages now have
considerably more choice than a year
or so ago. The competition between
lenders and the rates they are offering
is intense.
Deals aren’t lasting long, however, so
for advice on the most suitable
mortgage for your circumstances, get
in touch.
IMLA, 2021, 2HRMC, 2021, 3Moneyfacts, 2021
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Helping Prospect members secure their financial future
Each year we run hundreds of seminars on topics including retirement planning, which give Prospect members practical
help with securing their financial future. To find out about arranging a seminar or surgery for Prospect members, please
contact one of our regional representatives listed below.
London, the South &
South Wales
Helen Andrews
T: 07771 804658
E: helen.andrews@quilter.com
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The Midlands, the North West
& North Wales
John Duffy
T: 07535 991722
E: john.duffy@quilter.com

The North East, Scotland
& Northern Ireland
Gillian McGrath
T: 07887 788935
E: gillian.mcgrath@quilter.com

Mortgage jargon
confuses younger generations
Buying a home has become
a distant dream for many
young people, with prohibitive
house prices and high
living costs making
saving difficult.

A survey4 has found that 52% of 18 to
34-year-olds have a fairly or very bad
understanding of how mortgages
work, while 53% said the same about
the various types of insurance available
and when they might be needed.

However, a lack
of understanding of
mortgage terminology
and processes may also
be holding them back.

From fixed rate to SVR, the language
used to describe mortgage products
and processes can be very confusing
for the uninitiated. No wonder that
33% of 25 to 34-year-olds and 37% of
18 to 24-year-olds stated that they
were not very or not at all confident
that they would be able to understand
mortgage-related terminology.
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A whole new language

All in all, the survey findings suggest
that many young adults lack the
understanding they need to make
informed and confident decisions
about the mortgage and insurance
products that might best suit
their needs.
Here to help
There’s nothing wrong with being a bit
confused about mortgages –
everybody starts somewhere! We’re on
hand to advise you about the most
suitable options for you – in plain
English – so you can make mortgage
decisions with confidence (whatever
your age).
4

PaymentShield, 2021

Watch out for scams,
HMRC warns
students
University students taking on
part-time work could be
vulnerable to scams this year,
Her Majesty’s Revenue and
Customs (HMRC) has warned.
In early September, HMRC
published advice for young
people taking on part-time jobs
to fund their university courses.
Likely to be new to interacting
with HMRC, they may lack the
ability to distinguish genuine
contact from scammers using a
trusted brand to add credibility
to their criminality.
The tip of the iceberg

UK investors willing to
spend less to invest more
When spending opportunities fell during the pandemic, many
people increased their investment contributions. Now, travel,
leisure and hospitality spending are recovering, but the investing
buzz looks set to continue.
Don’t stop investing
A poll5 has revealed that 76% of UK
investors plan to keep their lockdown
habits now restrictions have eased.
Notably, half of respondents will
reduce everyday spending in order to
continue investing the same amount
or more.
On average, investors intend to
contribute 19% more each month
than during lockdown. This figure is
even higher for younger generations
(36%). In contrast, just 6% plan to
reduce their contributions.
Generational shift
The pandemic spawned a new
generation of investors. Some
analysts assumed this was a
temporary craze, but these findings
seem to indicate a more permanent
shift in the UK’s attitude towards
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investing. The recent rise in investing
is also aided by the backdrop of
rock-bottom interest rates.
Get started on your
investment journey
While it is never guaranteed,
investments have historically delivered
better returns than savings over the
long term. We can build a diversified
portfolio aligned to your risk profile.
Barclays Smart Investor, 2021

5

76% of UK investors
plan to keep their lockdown
habits now restrictions
have eased

In just one month between April
and May this year, young people
between the ages of 18 and 24
reported over 5,000 phone-based
scams to HMRC. This is just
the tip of the iceberg; in 2020,
HMRC responded to 413,527
reports of phone scams – 92% up
on 20196.
Falling for a scam can have
extremely damaging
consequences; clicking on links in
emails or texts can result in your
personal details being stolen, or
malicious software being
downloaded onto your device to
steal money or personal data.
Trust your instinct
So, what can vulnerable young
people do to avoid being tricked
out of their hard-earned cash?
Mike Fell, Head of Cyber Security
Operations at HMRC, commented,
“Our advice is to be wary if you are
contacted out of the blue by
someone asking for money or
personal information. If in doubt,
our advice is – do not reply directly
to anything suspicious, but contact
HMRC through GOV.UK straight
away and search GOV.UK for
‘HMRC scams’.”
6

HMRC, 2021

Inflation risk for parent savers
For some years, the Bank of England’s target for annual
Consumer Prices Index (CPI) growth has been an average of 2%.
In 2021, however, inflation indices have risen faster as the
economy bounces back. This poses a problem for savers, who risk
seeing the real value of their savings dwindle.
Invisible danger

Is cash really king?

Inflation can have a significant impact
on savers and investors. While a
modest level of price inflation is
generally seen as acceptable and even
as a sign of a healthy economy, a high
inflation rate erodes the spending
power of money. For those with a lot
of cash in the bank, interest rates
lower than the inflation rate mean
they will see their cash eaten away by
an invisible but corrosive force.

It is therefore surprising that a survey
of 2,000+ participants by NatWest
Group found that four in five of the
76% of parents or guardians who save
or invest for their children are doing
so exclusively in cash. Whilst praising
those that put money aside for their
children, NatWest also questioned the
effectiveness of their decision-making,
‘The purchasing power of these ‘safe’
cash balances actually goes backwards
over the longer term.’

Bank interest rates have been very
low since the global financial crisis; the
inflation rate indicated by CPI growth
has also been subdued. This year,
however, the recovering economy and
some global factors have caused
inflation to rise significantly – and
many economists think above-target
inflation may prove persistent.

Of course, a healthy bank balance has
its place, acting as a reassuring buffer
against unexpected expenditure
(appropriate insurance policies reduce
the risk of this). But cash is rarely the
best long-term strategy for larger
sums.

Triple lock guarantee to be replaced by a ‘double lock’ for 2022-23
After much speculation, in
September, the Secretary of State
for Work and Pensions, confirmed
suspension of the average
earnings component of the
pension triple lock, to avoid a
disproportionate rise of the State
Pension following the pandemic.
For the 2022-23 tax year only, the
new and basic State Pension will
increase by the higher of either

We can help
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2.5% or the consumer rate of
inflation. The triple lock is due
to be restored after one year,
with the government expected to
implement the policy throughout
the remainder of their parliament.

The triple lock is
due to be restored
after one year
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Click here to visit lighthousefinancialsolutions.co.uk and
find out more.

